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Educational program in onco-urology for young urologists: What are their needs?

Formation des jeunes urologues en onco-urologie: quels sont leurs besoins?
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Summary
Purpose. — The emergence of new communication media such as digital contents are progressively replacing more traditional medias in the field of educational programs. Our purpose was to assess urologist in training aspirations regarding urological education.
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Methods. — Members of a national urologist in training association were sent an anonymous online questionnaire regarding their medical formation in the field of urology. Responders interest for urological sub-specialty or education support (new tools and traditional support) were evaluated through a 5-point Likert scale.

Results. — Overall, 109 young urologists (26%) responded to the survey. Most of the respondents worked during their training in an academic hospital (n = 89, 82%). The three favorite tools for training chosen by the responders were: videos, workshop or masterclass, and podcasts (responders very interested were respectively n = 64 (58.7%), n = 50 (45.9%), and n = 49 (45%)). E-mail newsletters were reported as the less useful educational tool by participants (n = 38, 34.9%). Participants were very interested in improving their surgical skills and their radiological knowledge. Responders who were the most attracted by PCAs were much more looking to improve their systemic treatment and radiological knowledges.

Conclusion. — Urologic-oncology was a priority regarding education for urologists in training. A majority of participants expressed a lack in their surgical education, revealing a reduced OR access and underlining utilization of new tools such as simulation. New digital contents such as social media or podcast achieved high interest for the participants, instead of more traditional media. There is a need that educational content evolve and uses new digital media.

Level of evidence. — 3.
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Introduction

Educational programs in onco-urology for residents give many interdisciplinary knowledges such as systemic cancer therapy, surgery, brachytherapy, immunology or radiology. Nowadays, educational programs are mainly composed of lectures, practical training and recommendations. However, new educational contents through different media are now used in order to stay updated in this rapidly evolving field. Thus, traditional face to face lectures are progressively replaced by new digital contents supported by virtual congress, e-learning sessions, social media or smartphone applications. Although e-learning efficiency has already been demonstrated in surgery and in urology, more recent communication tools have not been properly studied yet neither their acceptance among urologists in training [1,2].
Education in surgery relies historically on a senior-to-junior relationship, but residents and program directors may have different perceptions regarding education and resources associated majorly due to an inter-generation gap [3]. For example perceptions of residents’ needs differ from faculties regarding operative management [4]. Additionally, with work-hour restrictions for residents, surgery training has been reduced and surgical skills could be overestimated [5–7].

Because of a high workload associated with imbalanced between effort and reward, stressful situations and important fatigue, surgeons in training are at high risk of burn-out [8]. In this context, education and improvement of the residency learning environment have been demonstrated to contribute to surgeons in training wellness [9–11]. In a 2019 national French survey, 25% of the urologists in training suffered from global burn-out and the feeling of being well trained was the only protective factor against burn-out [10]. As a consequence, educational programs should be adapted to the resident’s expectations and need.

In order to promote resident’s wellness while ensuring the best educational programs, we aimed to assess urologists in training wishes regarding onco-urological education though an online survey.

Methods

Study design

During the 1st trimester of 2020, each member of the French association of young urologists (AFUF) including residents and clinical fellows were invited to answer an online survey regarding their medical formation in the field of Urology. The survey was designed by the AFUF members (BP, XM, LF, UP), and then was anonymously accessible online through Google Form© and sought to assess young urologists’ education. The survey was approved by the AFUF board and each participant have given their consent for data analysis.

The survey was composed of 19 items among which three were demographic questions (living location, working in general or academic hospital, wished future practice) and 16 were about medical education. Responders interest for urological sub-speciality or education support were evaluated through a 5-point Likert scale (1 = not interested at all to 5 = very interested).

Statistical analysis

Quantitative variables were expressed as median and inter-quartile range [IQR] and qualitative variables as absolute numbers and percentage.

Analyses were performed using R version 3.6.2. (2009–2019 RStudio, Inc.) and the figures were made with Excel Stat.

Results

Among the 420 members of the association, a total of 109 young urologists (26%) responded to the survey. Of them, 56 (51.4%) were willing to validate an oncological degree especially for the management and use of systemic drugs. Most of the respondents worked during their training in an academic hospital (n=89, 82%) (Fig. 1 and 2). After their training, 42 responders would like to work in private practice (38.5%), 41 in an academic hospital (37.6%), 20 in a general hospital (18.3%), 4 (3.7%) were not decided yet and 2 (1.8%) in a hospital specialized in the field of oncology only.

Among the field of oncology, responders were more attracted by the oncological management of renal cell carcinoma (RCC) compared to bladder cancer (BCa), prostate cancer (PCa) and testicular cancer (TCa) (responders ranked >4/5 respectively n = 61 (56%), n = 42 (38.5%), n = 40 (36.7%), and n = 38 (34.9%)) (Fig. 3).

Overall, considering the domains of interest to improve, 85% were very interested to improve their surgical knowledge, almost two third (61%) wanted to improve their
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**Figure 1.** Geographic repartition among responders. This map of France, evidence that most of the respondents lived in the north of France (n = 50, 46%). Moreover, there was a homogenous repartition of responses in France.
radiological skills, 22% were specially focused on developing their knowledge in terms of systemic treatment but only 10% in brachytherapy.

The three favorite tools for training chosen by the responders were: videos, workshop or masterclass, and podcasts (respectively n = 64 (58.7%), n = 50 (45.9%), and n = 49 (45%)) (Fig. 4). E-mail newsletters were reported as the least useful educational tool by participants: 38 (34.9%) defined it as “not interested at all” to “medium interest”. Moreover, the three preferred information sources were scientific literature, scientific congress and recommendations from scientific societies (respectively n = 93 (85.3%), n = 77 (70.6%) and n = 69 (63.3%)). Only four young urologists (3.7%) inquired with the pharmaceutical industry and 20 (18.3%) with the health authority.

Overall, 92 participants (85%) were very interested in improving their surgical skills and 66 (61%) their radiological knowledge. Responders who were the most attracted by PCa were much more looking to improve their systemic treatment and radiological knowledges (respectively mean (SD) Likert scale 4.1 (0.9) and 4.6 (0.7)) (Table 1).

Discussion

We reported urologists in training habits and expectation regarding medical education in the field of onco-urology. A majority of participants were interested in oncology especially in RCC, they mostly expressed a need of digital content to improve educational programs. Moreover, despite a theoretical daily surgical training with senior surgeons in academic hospitals, they were still very interested in perfecting their surgical skills.

Interestingly, in addition to the widely used classical formats (lectures, books), social media, e-learning, podcasts or other interactive formats are now including educational content. This is confirmed in our study where videos and Podcasts were considered as the favorite media for training. Evolution and advances in the personal-use technological devices and social networks were the trigger that enhanced digital education supports [12]. Social media improve medical knowledge through open access educational support and through a facilitated collaboration for professional development [13]. Social media also allow a “live” public exchange of ideas between practitioners worldwide contrasting with the traditional and confidential peer-reviewed publications. Social networks are a showcase for scientific publications or for congress live broadcasting with an infinite potential.
worldwide widespread [14]. Finally, access to a rapid, global and public information exchange through social media could also lead to ethical misconduct that users should avoid with the help of guidelines [15].

We highlighted that a very few participants used pharmaceutical industry as an educational information source (3.7%). Previous studies evidenced a high level of frequent interaction between industry and practitioner during their residency [16,17]. This result could show a lack of confidence towards pharmaceutical industry. Indeed, Schneider et al. demonstrated that residents perception regarding industry gifts and interactions changed during their training and was considered inappropriate [18]. Moreover, educational workshop alone provided by industry was not sufficient to improve resident’s perception proving a need for a consistent institutional policy. This result could also reflect the anti-industry mindset implemented over the last ten years and enhanced by law prohibiting any advantages for residents [19].

In our study, a majority of participants expressed the will to enhance surgical skills. Previous surveys among residents are consistent with our findings by evidencing the lack of practical education in urology [20]. These results seem in contradiction with the surgical formation itself and brings to light a gap in the education. Indeed, in a multidisciplinary specialty such as urology, theoretical education tends to be time consuming and reduces OR access. Moreover, recent policies in many countries regulate residents working hours and results to a decreasing surgical hour. New treatment modalities which include more often neoadjuvant therapies or multimodal therapies with brachytherapy or emerging therapies such as immunotherapy also led to reduce surgical indications in onco-urology.

Simulation platforms for robotics, endoscopic and laparoscopic training are emerging and provide content [21,22]. However, validation level differs between simulators and proper evaluation will be needed for each device [23,24].
We also evidenced that more than 50% of the responders expressed the will to improve their radiological skills, especially for those who were more interested in PCs. This trend could reflect that young urologists are willing to deepen their radiological knowledge and to read these exams more accurately. At the time of targeted prostate biopsies that require advanced radiological expertise, our finding may be evidence a collective need to gain greater autonomy with prostate MRI.

This study has several limitations. First, the response rate was low limiting the interpretation and generalisability of our results regarding our descriptive aims. Second, surveys have inherent limitations related to the biases that may affect self-report. Confidentiality and the use of validated scales should minimise this possible bias. This survey has been proposed just before the COVID-19 crisis which forced everyone to quickly adopt the use of digital media content to pursue the medical education of young colleagues. Therefore, it will be very interesting in a near future, to see how this crisis has changed the point of view of trainees and the new trends in terms of educational program content. In order to answer to this question a new dedicated survey will be sent once the corona crisis ended.

Conclusion

Among urologists in training, urologic-oncology is a priority regarding education. Most of them expressed the necessity to deepen their surgical competences, revealing a reduced OR access and underlining utilization of new tools such as simulation. Finally, digital contents such as social media or podcasts achieved high interests for urologists in training establishing the imperative need to develop these tools to improve medical education.
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